
 

 Used Kaiser Premier AquaStar

 Vacuum Trucks/Trailers
  

  
  

 Status: Available

Make Model Ton Rating Boom Length Stock Number Serial Number

Kaiser Premier AquaStar VT-003 -

Engine HP Transmission Suspension Miles Hours

- - - - - -

  
Efficient performance The Kaiser Premier AquaStar® combination water recycler offers a perfect blend of performance
and versatility. The KDU jetting pump delivers water at a rate up to 132 gpm and water pressure of up to 2900 psi. The
large hose reel can accommodate up to a 985 ft jetting hose. With the Kaiser vacuum pump, the maximum air throughput
is 2,390 cfm with a high vacuum of 25” Hg. Due to the combined jetting hose and suction boom, the vehicle can be
positioned at a manhole for a sewer cleaning process that is both quick and safe. Due to the large hose reel capacity of up
to a 55.6 ft suction hose, dig tube extensions are not needed in most cases. The unique installation of the vacuum pump in
the fresh water chamber serves for cooling, noise insulation as well as increases the suction power because of the short
suction lines. Specs - Tank volume debris / fresh water: 12.8 cu yd / 755 gal - Payload 15,700 lb. - Dimensions L x W x H
390” x 98” x 140” - Wheelbase 229” + 54” Versatility - With the patented ROTOMAX water recycling system, the AquaStar
represents a benchmark for the industry in the high-performance recycling sector. - The AquaStar is equipped to clean
sewer pipes as well as catch basins. - Due to the high-pressure system and the hose reel placement, the AquaStar can
also be used in Hydrovac applications. KAISERtronic control system The consumption-optimized hydraulic system
reduces fuel consumption by adjusting the suction power in accordance with the vacuum rate. Cleaning quality in the
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sewer pipe is enhanced by the constant jetting hose drive with speed control. - Up to 25% less fuel consumption - Speed
control of jetting hose reel - Monitoring of jetting water flow rate - Vacuum-dependent control of suction air flow -
Intelligent oil cooler control - Integration of chassis operating data - KAISERteleservice remote diagnostics Greater
operating comfort The information display with integrated analysis system gives the operator qualified feedback on
current performance parameters. Data such as jetting hose length counter, vehicle weight and component status are
transmitted directly to the radio remote control and presented in graphical form on the display. The display and control of
the water pressure at the jetting nozzle also make sewer cleaning considerably easier. No worries – diagnosis made easy
With KAISERteleservice remote diagnostics, the service engineer can easily log into the vehicle control system via a
modem, access all current data and perform any necessary trouble-shooting. He can even modify parameters if needed.
Downtime can be reduced to a minimum. Tank superstructure - Debris tank and tank cover in stainless steel - Fresh water
chamber in stainless steel with built-in vacuum pump - Separator with automatic drainage in stainless steel - Tank cover
with lock ring - Tipping system for complete emptying of the tank Tank superstructure options - Tiltable tube racks -
Labeling plates - Additional tool box High pressure system - KAISER high pressure water pump KDU148 with a jetting
capacity of 85 gpm and a maximum water pressure of 2900 psi - Jetting hose reel with capacity of 985 ft 1” high pressure
jetting hose - Combined telescoping jetting and suction hose boom with 180° swivel drive - Tank cleaning nozzles -
ROTOMAX water recycling system with self cleaning system - Automatic flushing system High pressure system options -
Jetting capacity 105 or 132 gpm - Hand reel with capacity of 75 ft ½” high pressure jetting hose - Hydro excavation kit -
Winter package - Additional water tank Vacuum system - KAISER liquid ring vacuum pump KWP3100i with a suction
capacity of 1850 cfm and a high vacuum of 25” Hg - Change over head 4 way valve for fast switch from suction to pressure
mode Vacuum system options - KAISER liquid ring vacuum pump KWP4000i with a suction capacity of 2390 cfm Radio
remote control - Boom control - Hose reel and winch control - Vacuum and high pressure water pump control with
pressure adjustment - Vacuum pump control with performance regulation - Tank cover, lock ring and tipping function -
Start / stop for diesel engine With color display for - Pressure monitoring for vacuum and high pressure pump - Water
volume and water pressure at the jetting nozzle - Jetting hose meter counter with totalling function - Automatic hose stop
at zero and end position - Operating status and operating hours of main components - Diesel engine speed and
consumption - Status and warning information - Axle load for chassis with air suspension (option) Touch display - Located
on the rear in the right side box - Incl. box lighting and plug for working light - Functions analogous to radio remote
control; additionally access to automatic system cleaning and diagnostic information
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Price is Ex Works
Sales Tax: Not included
FET: Not Included

Terms: 15% Non-Refundable Deposit up front w/ balance due upon completion. Quote valid for 30 days, subject to prior sale.
CraneWorks makes no claims with regard to roadability or permit requirements associated with the operation of this
equipment. It is the owner’s responsibility to verify that the purchased equipment meets local, state, and federal regulations. 

NOTE: If roadability is of concern, CraneWorks will provide a weight study from the manufacturer, but we cannot guarantee its
accuracy.
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